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Twelve Nights

Exhibition Dates: August 6 – 24, 2014

Opening Reception: Thursday, August 7, 5 – 8pm

Artist talks: Thursday, August 21, 6pm

Gallery Hours: Wednesday to Sunday, 12 – 6pm

Contacts: Jean Mineo, Director, (617) 482-7781 and Liz Shepherd, (617) 842-4010

(Boston, MA): Boston Sculptors Gallery presents Twelve 

Nights, an exhibition of works by Todd Antonellis, Halsey 

Burgund, Stephanie Cardon, François-Xavier de Costerd, 

Kelly Anona Kerrigan, Leah Gauthier, Liz Shepherd and Liz

Nofziger. Twelve Nights explores the impact of group 

critique on individual practice and the connections across 

media that develop as a result of frequent collaboration and

exchange.

Once monthly, amounting to twelve nights a year, the eight 

artists in this exhibition convene to discuss their evolving 

work. Those conversations focus on artworks often in their 

infancy, at the stage of an idea or a sketch. The exhibition 

displays a selection of works that have resulted from these 

shared moments of monthly reflection. It is the conclusion 

of an experiment in revealing the intersections which can 

occur even within an eclectic group of individual artists owing to the intimacy with which they have come 

to know each others' practice since they first started meeting in 2007. 

The group, as an exercise over the course of a year, has kept a shared blog of their studio work, in order 

to expand on the conversation beyond the single evenings and, later, to trace the emergence of ideas and

forms. A space in the gallery is devoted to playfully revealing the lines of inquiry that lead to each artwork,

and the twists and turns taken in each individual’s process as it responded to the group’s input.  



For instance, material parallels may be

seen between Leah Gauthier's 

2456714.01616 Some Bring Gifts

(2014) and Stephanie Cardon's 

TransAtlantic (2014) knit and crocheted

structures and containers. But where

Gauthier works on an intimate scale,

combining inert forms with live plants to

design whimsical, living sculptures,

Cardon relies on the presence of a

viewer to engage with her large pattern-

based work and experience the

interference brought about by its overlapping planes.

Meanwhile, Liz Shepherd's Ferris Wheel (2014) and Todd Antonellis' Legendary (2014) are influenced by 

each artist's own explorations of consciousness, memory and growth, and set up dramatic shifts in scale. 

Kelly Anona Kerrigan and Liz Nofziger both perform transformative gestures using photographs, either as 

source material or by obscuring parts of a found original with paint to create new expressions of space 

and new narratives. Halsey Burgund and François-Xavier de Costerd engage in forms of mapping at once

logical and entirely fictional. 

•••

About Boston Sculptors: Boston Sculptors Gallery is a landmark cooperative and has served as an 

alternative venue for exciting, innovative solo sculpture exhibitions since 1992. Twelve Nights was 

selected through a competitive process and launches an annual summer exhibition open to include non-

member sculptors. Similar past exhibitions include: Stirring the Waters / Between Two Bodies: Cleveland 

Sculptors in Boston (2012), Strand (2011), On / Of / Like / About Paper (2010) and the Massachusetts 

Cultural Council sculpture award recipients (2008).

Images of the work in Twelve Nights can be seen at twelvenights2014.wordpress.com

The artists are available for interviews and appointments. 

Please direct requests to Liz Shepherd, elizabeth.layton.shepherd@gmail.com / (617) 842-4010

Image 1 - Stephanie Cardon, Lyre, 2013. Cement and bamboo string. 11 x 36 x 15.5 inches

Image 2 - Leah Gauthier, 2456714.01616, Some Bring Gifts, 2014. Live Succulent, sand, rice, brass 

mesh, dehydrated carrots, wool yarn, urchin shell, forsythia blossoms, rocks. 8 inches x variable
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